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Abstract
MASTER

This paper describes how various taehnologics are used to achieve the desired
performance in a high current magnet power converter system. It is hoped that
the discussions of the design approaches taken will be applicable to other power
supply systems where stringent requirements is stability, accurancy and reliabil-
ity must be act.

1. INTRODUCTION

The power supply system that will energize the main

superconducting magnets in the Brookhaven National

Laboratory's ISABELLE particle accelerator must

cation. The power supply reference voltage is de-

rived from a state-of-the-art 16 bit digital-to-an-

alog converter. The power supply is controlled by

supply DC voltages up to 600V and DC currents up to a resident microprocessor controller which performs

4500 amperes. The power supply current must be pro- several tasUs such as monitoring faults and Inter-

grammable over the full range and the currenc tole- locks, communication with the accelerator control

ranee and long-term stability required are in the system's computer and intelligent instruments via

order of 0.001" of full scale. During normal op- an IEEE-488 interface bus, and function generation

eration, the system will perform as a bidirectional to provide reference programs for the magnet current

12 pulse SCR converter and will transfer energy back regulator.

and forth between the three-phase input Une and the 2. POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

superconducting magnet load. When the desired stren-

gth of the magnetic field is reachec, the power sup- 2.1 OVERVIEW

ply need only supply the voltage drop in the cablea

to the magnet load. At that time the SCR's will be

phased back to a relatively «trtll conduction angle

wnich will result in a large output voltage ripale.

Techniques to minimize this ripple {Phaai*-lock'<d-

loop SCR firing circuits, active and passive filters, 0.0017. of the full-scale current rating. ' The

etc.) arc discussed in this paper. The currrnt sen- power supply is remotely programmed by a control

sing device used in the current regulating loop is a computer through the power supply's built-in micro-

processor-based digital function generator. A dig-

ttal-to-analog converter driven by the function gen-

erator provides the reference voltage to the summing

amplifier. Power supply regulation is accomplished

AND SPECIFICATIONS

The particle accelerator's magnetic field must be

accurately controlled during all phases of the mag-

net excitation cycle, except during inversion (see

Figure 1). As a result, the magnet power supply

must be dynamically accurate and stable to within

high precision current transductor of the zero-flux

type designed specifically for chic type of appll-
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by means of local feed-back loops, and In no way

depends on the control computer. The power conver-

ter Is protected by Internal fault Interlocks and

dots not depend on the computer to acknowledge or

recognize any faults for its protection. Built-in

status and fault monitoring circuits are used to

alert the central computer of the power converter's

status in real time. The microprocessor based con-

troller provides the communication link between the

power converter sod other equipment in the system.

2.2.1 Power Supply System

The power supply system consist of two power conver-

renc regulating loop. The sensor must ba unaffect-

ed by temperature, line voltage variations, magnet-

ic field* or aging and provide high isolation.

These conditions are satisfied by the approach out-

lined in paragraph 3.3 in this paper.

The current regulator contains an 16 bit D/A conver-

ter, a summing amplifier and compensation circuits

necessary for the stabilization of the power conver-

ter. The system basically operates as a type 0 ser-

vomechanisn with a dc loop gain of 100 dB, an ef-

fective frequency roll-off of about -30dB/decad«,

and a unity-gain bandwidth of 10 Hz.

The load parameter* and design specifications of theters that contain the following: (1) 12-phase bldlr

ectional thyriator converter, (2) passive ripple fil- power converter are summarized in Table I. After

ter, (3) active ripple filter, (4) current sensor, the desired current is reached, the high voltage

(5) high gain regulator, and (6) microprocessor-based converter is phased back and the low voltage (flat

controller. A functional block diagram appears in top) converter is phased forward, maintaining the

Figure 2.

The thyristor bridge is located on the secondary

of the input power transformer to permit the extr-

magnet current and supplying the voltage drop ac-

ross the DC bus connecting the supply to the super-

conducting magnet.

action of energy from the magnet load (in the invert The voltage (E ) across the superconducting magnets
n

mode of operation). The two converters are connected is now close to zero volts and the IR drop in the
in parallel so that during acceleration or inversion DC bus is:

(deceleration) only the high voltage (ramp) supply

is operating, providing the output voltage (E) re-

quired for the magnets. (Sec Figure 1.).

-37 + i R - 38.3 H (10 A/sec) +

E " IR - 4500 A (0.02(1)
m

90 VDC (2)

n

4500 A (-02fi) - 473 V (1)

The 12-phase low voltage (flattop) converter input

circuit is designed so that it will be operating

close to full conduction for minimum output voltage

tipple.

An active voltage ripple attenuator is used to re-

uhere: L » inductance of the superconducting magnet duce low frequency ripple since It is not prae-
m

i • magnet current

m

R • total circuit resistance

The passive RLC filter is critically damped and has

tical to handle these frequencies in other filter-

ing elements. The low frequency (dc to 360 Hz)

ripple information obtained from the flattop power

converter is procoss and fed back in the voltage
a cut-off frequency of about 320 Hz. With the paa«-

controlled thyristor firing circuits, thus closing
ive filter and the inductance of the magnet, the sag- , , , - . , « . . . , , -

a feed back loop. This feedback loop wss tailored
net ripple current at the fundamental ripple frequency .,„

to attenuate difference frequency components as de-
ls reduced co about 1 upa of full scale. The control _. . ,

" sired within certain limirs. The low frequency
signal for the thyristor firing circuits is generated , « » ' , . « „ »
* component of the ripple spectrum (60 to 180 Hz) may

by a regulator which compares the signal fro* the cur-

rent sensor with the reference signal from the fun-

ction generator.

Techniques oust be used that provide a very stable

mtthod for leasing the DC output current into the

superconducting magnets since it is part of the cur-

be large due to systematic errors in adjusting the

timing in the thyristor firing circuits. Ripple

components in the frequency band between 180 and

360 Hz are also present but less prevalent.



Referring co Figure 7, eh« closed loop transfer
function of tha regulator it:

I k . ,
VR I •>• C ( S ) H ( S )

(3)

where: G (S) - (AD (A2) (A3) (A4)

H (S) - (A5)

The dominant pole p . , i i determined by tha system

cine constant (tha inductance of tha supereonduef

ing magnets and eh* resistance of tha interconnect-

ing cable*). Othar pola» and zeroa tntroduead ara

shown in Figure 6. The phaae margin of the closed

loop gain i s calculated as follows:

9 J > 180e - tin"1 4 - tan"1 •£ +• t«n 4 - tan"1 4
fi 5 f3 h

+• sen" 4 - tan"1 4 + tan" 4f5 h h

84U (5)

The dynamic characteristics of the regulating loop

satisfies the slewing rate requirements as follows:

S - 2- fV

vherc: S » slew rate

f • small signal bandwidth

V « maximum output voltage of amplifier

The maximum current ramp rate or the power converter

is determined by:

A T . U L . 3 3 . 3 ^ 4500A m 2 8

V 600 V

where I, • Inductance of superconducting magnets

11 • maxlaum magnet current

V •- gaxlnum output voltage of power converter

The aaximum slew rate is than;

^ • !?F7 " 0.017 V/S (7)

To calculate the small signal bandwidth required for

minimum dynamic error, equation (8) is uted.

Since the small signal bandwidth occurs before the

dominate pole p ^ u introduced, the dynamic error

is negligible.

3.2.4 Active Ripple Filter

Inverse feedback can be used in the design of a

low frequency selective amplifiers to attain a de-

sired over-all characteristic. & network that

accepts a certain frequency range can be used in

the feedback loop to produce maximum rejection in

that frequency range. Examples of such networks

arc the Hlen bridge, bridgcd-T and twin-T. The

bridged-T and cvln-T are thrae terminal networks

having a coaaun ground for both input and output

terminals. The twin-T network is used in the

comb type filter shown in Figure 8 with its freq-

uency characteristics shown in Figure 9. This

filter consists of six selective amplifiers, each

tuned to a multiple of 60 Hz, up to 360 Hz. Be-

cause of the interdependence of the components in

the twin-T network, component tolerances can be-

come critical. Adjustments ara provided for set-

ting frequency, gain and the "Q" of the network.

The output voltage (ripple) is fed into a differ-

ential amplifier which drives the selective amp-

lifiers. The cvln-T network (in the feedback path

of the amplifier) is buffered to prevent loading on

the network. The output of the six selective amp-

lifiers are summed into a unity gain power op amp

that drives the phased-lock-loop thyriseor firing

circuit.

3.3 THE CURRENT SENSING LOOP

3.3.1 Overview

A major problem facing the power supply engln««r

working in accelerator projects is how Co ac ir-

ately measure the high currents used to power mag-

nets. In normal industrial practice, a reproduc-

ibility error in a transductor of .1% (1000 ppm)

would place the transductor in the precision range.

In accelerator practice, similar errors oust be

less than 10 ppm.

The dominant device in the current loop is the DC

current transductor hereafter referred to as the

trantductor or DCCT. The transductor is used to

measure large direct currents of the order of

thousands of amperes. The use of shunts to mon-

itor these large currents generate excessive power

in the shunts and do not provide electrical Iso-

lation. Hence, even though shunts have been built



with a stability chac exceeds O.OOir. and a pass

band from dc to cans of kHz, transductors ara

ccsnonly usad because chay dissipate negligible

power, hava output voleagas > 10V and pcovida is-

olation from tha power supply.

3.3.2 Dasign Altarnativas

Thare ara basically two approachai Co a trsnsdue-

tor dasign: the larias Kranar type and cha
(7 8^

zaro-flux currant transformer ' . Thara ara

nany variations and modifications of each basic

configuration. A brief discussion of aaeh typa

will halp in tha understanding of tha salcction

process.

3.3.3 The Series Transductor

This conventional sarlas transactor consists of a

transformer connected such that tha cora is driven

into and out of saturation by an external a.a.

source and consequently anablas tha output current

to ba proportional to tha Input currant. Tha out*

put {usually a voltage) contains notchas which oc-

cur at each half-cycle of tha applied auxiliary al-

ternating voltaga. These notchas contributa to tha

error in tha output and thus add to tha ovarall

systea arror. For accurate measurements thasa er-

rors ara intolerable. Tha nost ambitions attempts

to reduce tha errors in tha basic transductor ara
(9)

attributed to Hingorani and Adamson. The Hing-

oranl dasign ainioizaa two errors that charaetariza

tha series transductors: errors due to magnetizing

current which are reduced by selecting a core with

low ampere - turns and comautating errors which ara

reduced by paralleling two series circuits. (Flgura

10). Further improvement on accuracy and noise '.»

possible* by using an inductanca in sarias with th*

load resistor R_. Unfortunately this graatly re-

duces tha bandwidth of tha davlca limiting its

application to slow control loops. Therefore in-

ductors ara not frequently usad to improve tha

accuracy. Figura 10 also shows that tha device will

only measura currents in on* direction. This Is a

serious drawback in situations where the application

calls for bi-directional current measurements. A

solution to this drawback is to usa two of thasa

circuits to measure currant on both diraetions. This

solution is ccr.iy and bulky.

3.3.4 The Zero-Flux Transduccors *10)

A more precise way of measuring large direct cur-

rents is by using the zaro-flux device. As a pre-

cision diract currant measuring device, this in-

strument is unexcelled. Th* zero-flux dc current

transductor comprises a coil assembly arranged a-

round a currenc carrying conductor and an electron-

ic module. A perfect ampere-turns balance In tha

coll and cora assembly is the basis of making the

measurement. Consequently, any inaccuracies ara

eliminated by this sanslng haad and ara attribut-

able to tha electronics, specifically Che burden

or load resistor and the Interface amplifier. A

brief description of how the ampere-turns unbal-

ance Is attained follows: From Figure 11 tha

transductor has two identically wound cores Tl, and

T2. Each cor* haa three windings, the primary being

a ilnol* turn. Th* ampere-turns on th* primary are

compensated by the Induced amperri-turns in th*

secondary winding through a high gain power ampli-

fier. Th* output o! the amplifier supplies the

load via th* secondary winding. The sensa of she

magnetomotive force generated at the output of the

amplifier is such that any change in tha primary

magnetic flux will imnedlaccly be opposed. A 60

Hz voltage signal is imposed on a :hird winding of

th* magnetizing currant of this signal are a mea-

sure o£ the sign and amplitude of the ampere-turn

unbalance. The second harmonic modulator loop has

a slow speed of response, consequently & third

winding on Tl is used to sans* any ampere-turn un-

balance in th* cor* and instantoncously modifies

th* compensating currant via tha powtr amplifiers.

Th* secondary current is converted into a voltage

s'.gnal which Is amplified and used as output.

3.3.5 Errors in th* D,C. Current Transductor (DCCT)

Most of the errors that characterize a DCCT are pre-

sent in th* Hingorani type transductor. These

errors are: (1) Th* magnetizing current error, '

(2) Temperature errors and, (3) Th* supply voltage

errors. Tha fourth type of error, stray magnetic

field errors, occurs primarily in the zaro-flux

type DCCT.

(1) Magnetizing Errors

Th* magnetizing ampere-turns of the core da-



pends on the cor* dimensions and the typ« of

material used. Hence the main component; of

error In the transformation ratio can b« re-

duced by selecting a cor* with a small mag-

ntcic intensity area. Squar* loop cores era

typically used.

(2) Temperature Errors

These errors result because core temperature

affects the permeability, eoercivtty and sat-

uration flux density.

(3) Supply Voltage Errors

Variations in the supply voltage affect the

magnetizing current because of changes In the

peak positive and negative flux density. The

a.c. supply voltage should consequently be very

stable.

(4) Stray Magnetic Field Errors

This type of error affects the zero-flux tran-

sductor more than It affects the saturabl*

reactor type. This is obviously because any

stray aagaatlc field will tend to unbalance the

compensated flux.

3.3.6 Capabilities of the Zero Flux Transductor

For applications that call for moderate degress of

accuracy (several hundred ppa) the saturable type

eransductor is desirable and easier- co develop. In

critical applications such a* bean currant monitor-

ing, in becomes mandatory to use the more accurate,

aore expensive zero-flux transductor. The present

application utilizes DCCT's manufactured by H*."e-

mcyer in Holland. A unit designed to measure a

a primary current of 5000A has the following per-

formance specifications:

•Output voltage at 5000A • 10 V

•Small signal bandwidth • 10 KHz

•Linearity Error • S ppa

•Offset Error va temp. • 1 ppm of F,S./°C

•Slew rate - 25 V/ms

•Offset error vs time » 1 ppm of F.S./month

As discussed in the section on the current reg-

ulating loop, the DCCT is the central device for

sensing currant in that loop.

3.4 MICROPROCESSOR BASED CONTROLLER

3.4.1 Overview

The ISABELLE accelerator will be controlled by a

very large computer network. In order to increase

the overall system efficienty, a microprocessor

(MHJ) units are incorporated in the controllers

used for verlous systems. (Power supplies, vac-

uum stations, cryogenics controls, etc.). The

MFII will give these devices computing power which

otherwise would have to be provided by a larger

central computer. The overall cost of the cont-

roller is net significantly more then a hardwired

conaunicatlons interface. A microprocessor based

controller will also make each system more ver-

satile then a hardwired controller. Certain fun-

ctions of the controller can be easily changed

just by modifying software.

The microprocessor based power supply controller

must be able to: a) Serve as a communications

link to a central computer, b) proviti* en* gener-

ation of different ramp rates, c) command various

components in the high power converter such as the

Input line contactor, etc., and d) monitor all

faults and status indicators in the power supply

system. The controller serves as a coomunicationa

Jink between the P.S. system and a central computer

or an operator on a computer terminal. This link

is made via a standard interface bus. The IEEE

488 interface bus was chosen because of the indus-

trial support for its hardware and software. The

function generator portion of the controller has

cwo mode* of operation. Th« first is called set-

point. The setpoint or desired current level and

ramp rate (amp/sec) to rnsch the satpoint is sent

from the central computer. The controller will

program a digital to analog converter (DAC) to the

desired level. The second mode is to load a fun-

ctioM into its memory mi wait for a "begin ex-

ecution" signal. U p c receiving an execute signal,

the function is then sent to the DAC. This mode of

operation is necessary because there may be other

power supplies that must operate at the same time.

In addition to operating at ch* same time, the

power supplies will need some mechanism to start

each function simultaneously and remain synchronized

with each other. The MPU controller gives commands

to turn the high power converter OK or OFF, to re-

set (if clcered) all faults, and sets the input to



the DAC Co glva a zero output. A state diagram

is shown in Figure 12.

The controller monitor* faults and the status of

various components in the power supply system. Up-

on receiving a change in status or a fault, the

controller will report to the central computer and

initiate appropriate steps. There are three levels

of faults. The first level faults will cause the

power supply to shut down lusoediataly without

waiting for instructions froa either the MPU cont-

roller or the central computer (example: loss of a

phase, AC or DC current overload, and Door Inter-

lock). The second level faults will ceuse the

controller to program the DAC to zero output at

some predetermined rate. (Example: water flow or

thermal overload). The third level of faults

causes the controller to take no action other then

to report the faults to the central computer. As

a precaution against faults oecurlng when the micro-

processor it Inoperative, a "heart beat" circuit is

used to check the microprocessor for proper operation,

If the "heart beat" stop*, then the system Is shut

down. All first level fault monitors are hardwired

to their protective circuits. The power supply

systea does not depend on the microprocessor for

first litte protection against catastrophic failures.

3.4.2 Controller Hardware

INTEL'S single board computer Is used along with

their standard 4 slot card cage. The SBC 80/05

card has sufficient static read/write memory (516

bytes), programmable read only memory (4096 bytes)

and input/output ports (22 lines) to satisfy the

requirements of this controller. The advantages

of using standard OEM boards that are well supported

in software and hardware are obvious. The systea

can be expanded or reconfigured very easily without

a large investment in rime. When several projects

are able to* use the sane bus system (multibus (TH)

in this case) a substantial cost saving may be

realized. Communications between the MPU controller

and IEEE-488 compatible instruments is handled by a

General Purpose Interface Bus (GFIB) talkor/xistaner

LSI ehip-IHTEl 8291. A large number of instruments

manufactured in both the United State* and over-

sea* has this interface built in. However, compat-

ibility between different instruments equipped with

the GPI3 interface should not be assumed, but

should be system tested before making a comic-

ment. Function generation is accomplished by

driving a 16 bit DAC with up/down counters. Spec-

ial functions stored in the central computer can

be transferred into the controller memory and

after processing used to drive the up/down count-

er*. Serial data (pulses) is fed into the up or

down counter, with the number of pulses sent de-

terming the 16 bit word arriving at the input to

the DAC. The rate of which pulse* arrive at the

input to the up/down counter is determined by a

10 KHz clock chat can be divided by a 16 bit count-

er (for 2 to 65,536 division). The maximum ramp

rate is:

65536 *- . 13.11 seconds. (9)

The controller is electrically isolated from the

analog portion of the system. opto-isolators

are used for coupling input/output signals between

the controller and external circuits along with

the use of seperate low level dc power supplies

Cor further isolation. This prevents ground loop

noise from degrading the performance of the pre-

cision DAC and high gain analog circuits.

3.4.3 Software

The system software is divided into three catagor-

iei: (1) Operating systsm programs in the central

(host) computer providing a suitable data base for

monitoring and process control applications. (2)

Customized high level language application* pro-

gram* for use by the power supply system operators.

(3) Assembly language applications programs resid-

ent in the microprocessor based controller.

The central or host computer for the power conver-

ter is part of a complex computer network consis-

ting of approximately tweucy minicomputers. <Ul

direct digital control or digital feedback car. be

off loaded from the host computer into the instru-

ments, in this case (power converter) intelligent

controller. With the control algorithms resident

in the herdware and the software of the power con-

verter's controller, the only information necessary

to be transmitted to the controller are the high

level command* (OFF, ON, STANDBY, REPORT, CRASH,

FUNCTION TABLE, etc.,). This approach means that



constant Intervention of ch« host computer data

highway (the coomunication* link between the holt

cooputer and other Instruments and the power con-

verter's controller). The software for controlling

and monitoring the power converter is contained in

a data module. This data module is the combination

of the software driver subrour.lnes aad data base

which contains all the information about the power

converter (limits, setpoints, commands, etc.,).

Since tlie microprocessor based process controller

executes programs to control a process, these pro-

grams would usually be specified by an engineer,

written by a programmer and can be operated by

someone with little or no computer experience. If

the power supply system's operator wanted to make

changes in the process control program, he or she

would require the engineer or programmer to sake

the changes. This problem can be solved with a

customized very high level language that Interprets
(12)

commands which are made for a given p-ocess.

This allows the operator to type a series of com-

mands into a terminal to control the process (e.g.,

OK, WAIT (10), RAMP, REPORT, ETC.,). A different

sequence of command* could mean a different con-

crolling algorithm and a different process. A com-

mand interpreter (written in fortran for portability)

is part of the data base in the central computer.

The software resident in read only memory in the

controller was written using the standard INTEL

microcomputer development system. Assembly language

was used to writ* programs, however, serious con-

sideration should be given to software development

using a process control BASIC or PASCAL for port-

ability and ease of documentation.

4. CONCLUSION

Work on the ISABELLE power converters has been in

progress for approximately three years. Several

prototype power converters have been constructed

and use to accurately control current in super-

conducting magnets. The present design has pro-

vided the best performance. Testing and evaluation

of critical components, such as the 16 and 13 bit

DAC's, the DCCT's and the system controller (hard-

ware and software) are an on-going process to con-

tinually Improve the system performance. It is

hop<\- chat the discussions of the various design

approaches will be applicable to other power sup-

ply systems where stringent requirements in stab-

ility, accuracy and reliability must be achieved.
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